Battery Powered Combination Tool for Polyester Strapping

BXT2-19

More strapping cycles between recharges

Easy operation
- Ergonomic design reduces operator fatigue
- Simple two-button operation

Versatile design
- Light or regular tension adjustment
- Semiautomatic and automatic settings with one button operation
- Accommodates polyester strapping
- Optional electrical cord adaptor for stationary applications

Low maintenance
- Brushless motor for less wear and longer life
- Innovative battery design reduces contact damage

Specifications
Strapping: For use with 5/8" and 3/4" (16mm and 19mm) polyester strapping
Tension rating: 260 to 880 lbs (1200 to 4000 N); Light (soft) tension: 88 to 350 lbs (400-1600 N)
Weight: 9.3 lbs (4.2 kg)

Charger and two batteries included
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